RV COMPONENTS

SGUINZI

WINDOWS

SPECIAL PROJECTS

Standard or custom designs for all types of vehicles, coated aluminium

We strongly believe in co-design. We are a strong partner for special projects or customized solutions.

frames and single or double glass conﬁgurations according to Customer’s

Many manufacturers rely on us to create innovative products or turn their ideas into reality, thanks to

requests. Available with manual and electriﬁed opening systems.

our design capabilities and solid technical experience. Full-glass doors, double doors, innovative roofs

Lightweight, robustly built and watertight.

and ﬂoors, special aluminum proﬁles and accessories…what’s next?

S3/ES3: manual or electric parallel sliding window.
ERGOST: ﬂush sliding windows equipped with our patented ergonomic
double directional opening device.

DRIVER DOORS
Hi-standard driver doors, automotive derivative, equipped with our
own designed two-point locking system. Hidden hinges, electric
sliding glass (single or double), central locking, ﬁne interior design,

ENTRY DOORS

up to date materials. Custom designs available.

Hi-standard entrance doors equipped with Patented “MIME” hidden hinges system, ﬂush
aspect on the outside and ﬁne designed interiors, available in different colors and ﬁnishes.
Two-point own designed manual or electric (EDi) locking system. Available in STD or XL
version with different windows sizes and accessories. Fine looking, strong, reliable and
perfectly sealed to dust and water.

PANORAMIC ROOFS

SERVICE DOORS
Hi-standard aluminium framed service doors with a modern ﬂush

Hi-standard panoramic glazed roofs, ﬁxed and openable. They

aspect, thanks to our own designed and patented “MIME”

integrate perfectly with vehicles through a ﬁne and innovative

hidden hinges system. Perfectly sealed to dust and

design. Noiseless and watertight.

watertight.

Sguinzi is one of the leading European suppliers of windows, doors and components for vehicles and cabs.
After more than 50 years of successful partership with the most important European vehicles and cabs manufacturers we can say:
We know-how!
Our mission is the full satisfaction of our Customers by quick, effective and functional solutions, according with the highest
standards of Design. Quality, Safety and Environmental Protection.
Customers are ﬁrst and foremost partners with whom we analyze their needs and formulate tailored solutions.
All products and strategic components are MadeinSguinzi, entirely designed and manufactured by Sguinzi and our
consolidated network of trusted partners.
Thanks to our continuous improvement attitude, qualiﬁed designers and engineers, up-to-date technologies and tools,
every year Sguinzi developes innovative and high recognisable products gaining new invention and design patents.

WE ARE YOUR SOLUTION

IATF 16949

Certiﬁed Quality Management System
for the Automotive Industry
www.tuv.sud.com/ms-cert
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